Abstract.
NONINTEGRABILITY OF SUPERHARMONIC FUNCTIONS
Let D be a domain in the euclidean space R" (n > 2), with D ^ Rn . We denote by SD(x) the distance between x £ D and dD, the boundary of D. In contrast to [3] , we obtain the following result: It is obvious that in the condition (*) the exponent np -n -2p cannot be replaced by any larger number (e.g., see the remark below). Incidentally, we note that if D is a bounded C ''-domain, then fDs(x)pôD(x)np~"~pdx = oo for any nonzero subharmonic function s > 0 on D (cf. Then 0 < sE < sE < s, and sE is subharmonic on D. Since sE (x) -► 0 as x -> <9Z) or as x tends to infinity, the maximum principle implies that sE = 0, so that s(x) < e + n\ log(|x -xE\/r£)\. Letting ^10 and then e | 0, we deduce that s = 0. Thus u is nonnegative, so that u is constant. The conclusion u = 0 follows easily. This completes the proof.
